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The College of Education hopes to increase the
amount of male educators of color through the
Call Me MISTER program

Regional Chancellor Martin Tadlock to step
down at the end of the year.

Online meetings have presented the Pre-Med
Club with new opportunities to interact with
representative from universities across the
country.
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Celebrating Navajo
culture and creativity

St. Pete
faculty
leader goes
to bat for
campus
By Nancy McCann
nemccann@usf.edu

By Trevor Martindale
tjm4@usf.edu

A

S

tudent Government
has officially opened
applications for its
second general election after
consolidation.
Students will have the
opportunity to run for any
campus or university-wide
position.
Campus positions up for
election include governor,
lieutenant governor and all
nine seats on the Campus
Council. University-wide
positions up for election
include president, vice
president and all nine Senate
seats allocated to the St.
Petersburg campus.
The nine-member
Campus Council is primarily
responsible for making
local Activity and Service
(A&S) fee allocation
recommendations, which are
approved by the universitywide Activity and Service
Recommendation Committee.
Governors are responsible
for overseeing local SG
operations and nominating
local executive and judicial
positions. The lieutenant
governor assists the governor
in their duties.
The university-wide Senate
is responsible for voting on
university-wide legislation
and allocating A&S funds.
The student body
president and vice president
represent all campuses, and
are primarily responsible
for federal executive
appointments and signing
university-wide legislation.
Applications for all
positions are due Feb. 5 and
the general election will be
held March 8-11.
Students interested in
applying can contact the
university-wide supervisor of
elections, Shemar McKoy, at
shemarmckoy@usf.edu or the
St. Petersburg supervisor of
elections, Savannah Carr, at
savannahc4@usf.edu.

The Crow’s Nest at USFSP

COURTESY OF MFA ST. PETERSBURG

The Museum of Fine Art’s ‘Color Riot!’ displays over 80 striking Navajo
textiles that span over a century of indigenous history. Velma Kee Craig’s
“Bar/QR Code,” (above) was made in 2009 and displays the American
flag made from a QR code and a barcode as a commentary on modern
commercialization during the Great Recession.
>> SEE MFA on P4

SUMMER AND FALL TO
RETURN TO MAJORITY
IN-PERSON

By Sophie Ojdanic
sojdanic@usf.edu

U

SF expects to
return to fully
in-person classes
in fall 2021, according to
documents presented to the
university’s Faculty Senate
Executive Committee by
Provost Ralph Wilcox on Jan.
13.
The university’s
“Guidelines for Planning
Summer and Fall Class
Schedules in 2021” said USF
“is preparing to significantly
increase the number of oncampus classes and activities
in Summer 2021, especially
during Session B,” and “is
planning for a full return to
on-campus classroom delivery

and activities beginning Fall
2021.”
Summer session B is
scheduled to start on June 28.
Despite this choice,
classroom seat availability is
still expected to be limited
for social distancing in the
summer.
“On-campus class priority
will be set for freshmen
entering USF in... Spring/
Summer/Fall 2021,”
according to the document.
The plans are subject
to change as public health
conditions change, however,
according to the document.
During the committee
meeting, Wilcox stressed that
“the important word there is
preparing and planning.”
Wilcox called the

guidelines a “pretty optimistic
planning scenario” which
gives the university the
option “to adjust, should
the scientific evidence
suggest that we’re just not
ready to fully repopulate the
University of South Florida
campuses.”
Students should have
access to the summer class
schedule on or before Jan. 25,
and to the fall class schedule
on or before Feb. 15.
The document closed with
a familiar statement: “At
all times, instructors must
be prepared to transition to
quality online delivery should
it be necessary.”

n advisory task
force that was
appointed last
month to help craft a strategic
plan for USF has 19 members.
Only one of them works
in St. Petersburg, and she
teaches in the College of
Marine Science – which has
long been separate from the
rest of the campus.
And that, says the chair
of St. Petersburg’s Faculty
Council, is a wrong that needs
righting.
“We are just completely
left out and ignored,” David
Rosengrant told President
Steve Currall and Provost
Ralph Wilcox in a meeting
of the USF Faculty Senate
Executive Committee on Jan.
13.
“With . . . one (member)
from the College of Marine
Science, 17 from Tampa, and
one from Sarasota-Manatee,
what in essence has happened
is that the voice of what
makes the St. Petersburg
campus unique, what makes
that history important to the
future of USF, is not present,”
said Rosengrant, who is a
professor in the College of
Education.
Although the College
of Marine Science is in
St. Petersburg it is “vastly
different than the other
campuses and the other
colleges on the St. Petersburg
campus,” Rosengrant said.
Rosengrant’s concerns
about representation had a
familiar ring.
Throughout three years of
planning and implementing
consolidation, the St.
Petersburg campus and its
allies in local government and
business have complained
repeatedly that Tampabased administrators are
overlooking or slighting the
campus.
>> SEE CAMPUS on P5
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College of Education brings
‘Call Me MISTER’ program
to St. Petersburg campus
By Annalise Anderson
akanderson1@usf.edu

T

he USF College
of Education has
adopted the Call Me
MISTER program in an effort
to promote an increase in
male educators of color in the
Tampa Bay area.
Call Me MISTER, which
stands for Mentors Instructing
Students Toward Effective
Role Models, will initially be
housed at the St. Petersburg
campus and is set to launch
this fall.
Founded at Clemson
University, Call Me MISTER
has been integrated into
more than 25 colleges and
universities around the
country. The national program
aims to grow the number of
male educators of color in
local elementary schools,
particularly those with at-risk
student populations.
Brenda Walker, associate
campus dean of education
at St. Petersburg, has
spearheaded USF’s adoption
of the program and will
oversee its operation. She
plans to eventually introduce
the program to the Tampa and
Sarasota-Manatee campuses.
“This program will offer
new opportunities to young
male students of color while
helping us build an important
pipeline for our local
elementary schools,” Walker

said in a press release from the
university. “All children, as
well as all school personnel,
need to be exposed to and
benefit from voices of men of
color in our schools.”
USF St. Petersburg has
partnered with Pinellas
County Schools to identify
and recruit prospective
students into the program.
Walker hopes to enroll five
students this fall and to double
that number in the future.
Graduate students will also
be permitted into the program.
Participating students
receive tuition assistance,
academic support, social
and cultural support, job
placement assistance and
an opportunity to attend a
national conference with other
Call Me MISTER participants.
For every year they receive
tuition assistance, graduates of
the program agree to at least
one year of teaching in urban
or low-income elementary
schools.
Students will be matched
with education mentors from
USF and the community
and will work closely with
them throughout their
undergraduate or graduate
studies. Mentors are not
required to be other male
educators of color; anyone
interested in mentorship will
be welcomed.
In addition to regular
coursework, students will

be required to participate in
seminars focused on topics of
social framework not typically
studied in an education
degree, such as human capital
and emotional and mental
health.
Sandra Vernon-Jackson,
an education instructor at
the St. Petersburg campus,
is a coordinator of the
program and is developing its
curriculum.
Though the program is in
its preliminary stages, VernonJackson said that Pinellas
County Schools has already
identified “a few” prospective
students and that USF is
initiating student outreach to
encourage them to apply to
the university.
As someone who is
passionate about education,
Vernon-Jackson is excited
about the program.
“Educators form the world
we live in,” Vernon-Jackson
said. “We educate doctors,
we educate lawyers, we
educate teachers, we educate
everyone.”
“We are fulfilling a
pipeline in a population that
has, at times, not looked at
education, and in a career
that most people look down
on… This will not only shed
a light but allow people to
see that education is still at
the forefront of everything
we do in our society. It also
gives value to what’s going

A look inside The Nest

By Edyn Gottlieb
edyn@usf.edu

T

he Nest architect,
Joshua Floyd, and
interior designer,
Kayla Calongne, shared their
insight behind the design of USF
St. Petersburg’s newest dining
facilities with The Crow’s Nest.
Q: What was the
inspiration behind the
architecture for The Nest?
A: At the beginning of
the project, we looked at the
surrounding environment and
came up with a coastal motif
to represent St. Petersburg.
We even analyzed shoreline
dynamics and structures
associated with the beach such
as jetties, seawalls, boardwalks,
etc.
Q: What steps did you take
to get to your final design?
A: Once the project
kicked off, we held a series of
stakeholder meetings, inviting
the university and student

organizations to voice their
wants and needs for the facility.
With all this information, we
began to design. The design can
shift throughout the process but
we're always thinking about the
building footprint, the visual
inspiration, and the needs of the
end-users – the people who are
going to actually spend time in
the facility.

Q: How long did the design
and construction take?
A: We began design in April
2020, with construction starting
a few months later in August
and now the facility has opened
in early January 2021. We work
a lot with the tight schedules of
universities and it's always a fun
challenge.
Q: How has this vision
translated into what we can
see now?
A: We developed a coastal
material palette for the space:
blue greens, warm neutrals,
beach-like textures, and organic
forms. In the ceiling, you'll see a

green soffit that runs throughout
the space in a curve that mimics
ocean waves. We used sandtextured flooring tile, and the tile
colors change midway across
the space to illustrate water
washing up on shore.
Q: Were there things
you wanted to include but
couldn’t?
A: We always make changes
throughout the design process as
we come up against budget and
timeline, but it's one challenge/
opportunity that architects face
with each project: working with
the client to find the best way to
realize their goals.

on, not only in our society, but
also here on campus, where
the College of Education was
almost closed down.”
Vernon-Jackson
emphasized the importance of
recruiting local students into
the program.
“What this means for USF
is enrollment, enrollment,
enrollment,” VernonJackson said. “And not only
enrollment, but homegrown
enrollment because we’re
looking for individuals who
are in the St. Petersburg
area. They identify with the
community because they are
from the community.”
Cecil Howard, USF
chief diversity officer and
associate vice president of
Diversity, Inclusion and Equal
Opportunity, believes that
bringing Call Me MISTER to
the university is “a good start”
to enhancing USF’s diversity.
Last semester, USF St.
Petersburg enrolled only one
new black freshman.
“Any program that is
created to encourage young
men, particularly African
American men, to pursue a
career in public education
is just a plus all around,”
Howard said. “Teaching
is such a noble, honorable
profession. It would be great
to see men in the profession
and it would be greater to see
African American men in the
profession.”
terrific food programs that I
think every kind of diner can get
excited about. There's also so
many different seating options
that you could have a different
experience each time you go.
Q: What previous projects
have you done?
A: At USF's main campus,
we designed The Hub, Argos
and Marshall Student Center.
We're based in Baton Rouge, but

McDowell
retires
By Crow’s Nest Staff
Barry McDowell, the
assistant director of the Office
of Student Accessibility
Services, has retired after
almost two decades at the St.
Petersburg campus.
He came to the university
after 14 years as director of
campus activities at Eckerd
College.
While the university
searches for a replacement,
students who need assistance
or have questions can call
(727) 873-4837 or send an
email to usfsp-sas@usf.edu.

Conference
goes virtual
By Crow’s Nest Staff
The annual St. Petersburg
Conference on World Affairs,
which has become a signature
event at USF St. Petersburg
since its founding in 2013,
will be virtual this year.
For the ninth year, panels
of experts in academics,
diplomacy, the military and
the media will discuss critical
international issues.
The conference, which
was co-founded by political
science professor Thomas W.
Smith, will be held Feb. 2326. To get details and register,
Google St. Petersburg
Conference on World Affairs
or go to the conference’s
website at https://
worldaffairsconference.org/.
we work all across the country,
particularly on campuses in the
Southeast.
Q: Are there any fun
behind the scene details you
would like students to know
about?
A: The Back of House
kitchen was designed to accept
the campus “ORCA,” which is a
bio digester for food scraps.

Q: What is your favorite
design aspect of The Nest?
A: With not much space, we
fit in a variety of fascinating
food concepts. The design is
very flexible for the future too.
Q: What should students
look out for in The Nest?
A: These concepts were
designed to host some pretty

ANNALISE ANDERSON | THE CROW’S NEST

St. Petersburg’s coastal location gave inspiration
for the designers of The Nest dining hall in the
Osprey Suites.
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Huzzahs all around for Tadlock
By Nancy McCann and
Sophie Ojdanic
nemccann@usf.edu
sojdanic@usf.edu

F

or Regional
Chancellor Martin
Tadlock, it was a
week for accolades.
When he announced on
Jan. 11 that he will step
down Dec. 31 and return to
teaching, people on campus
and in the community
praised his steady hand and
upbeat personality.
Then a national
association of student
affairs administrators
announced that Tadlock
will receive its 2021
President’s Award for his
work to enhance the quality
of student life.
Isaiah Castle, the
lieutenant governor of
St. Petersburg’s Student
Government, was one of
many who sang Tadlock’s
praises.
“My favorite memory
of him is always going
to be during convocation
(for first-year students)
when he shared his phone
number with … my entire
class,” Castle told the
St. Petersburg Campus
Advisory Board on Jan.
14. “I just knew right then
that this was the right guy –
he’s for real.”
“Dr. Tadlock has been
an incredible asset to
the USF St. Petersburg
community,” state Sen. Jeff
Brandes, R-St. Petersburg,
said. “He’s led the campus
through some very difficult
challenges, and his
guidance has been core to
reshaping the mission of
USF St. Petersburg.”
“Martin, you are a
mensch!” wrote longtime
campus benefactor Debbie
Nye Sembler during the
advisory board meeting.
When he leaves the
chancellor’s office on
Dec. 31, Tadlock said, he
will take a one-semester
professional development
leave to prepare for his
return to teaching in the
College of Education in the
summer or fall of 2022.
Tadlock said he timed

his departure to give the
administration a full year to
search for a new chancellor
and to ensure an orderly
transition.
He stressed that his
departure is “really not the
same situation as previous
changes” in campus
leadership.
Since 1968, 14
people have led the St.
Petersburg campus –
with titles like campus
dean, chief executive,
interim chancellor and
chancellor. Seven of them
served during the 19year presidency of Judy
Genshaft.
Genshaft abruptly
ousted Chancellor Sophia
Wisniewska in September
2017, then installed
Tadlock as interim
chancellor – a job that
became permanent 11
months later.
At the time, some
campus veterans
complained that the top job
in St. Petersburg job had
become a revolving door.
The tumult at the
top had slowed the
campus’ momentum and
hurt everything from
fundraising to community
relations, they said.
Tadlock, the sixth leader
of the campus since Bill
Heller was pushed out by
Genshaft in 2002, said that
the decision to step down
was his alone.
His contract, which runs
from year to year, is due
to end in July, he said, and
President Steve Currall
offered him another oneyear extension. Instead,
Tadlock said, he requested
and got a six-month
extension to give the
administration a full year
to find his successor and
ensure that the transition
will be orderly.
Currall praised Tadlock
for his role in “increasing
student success” and
planning for the academic
clusters that will be
developed in St. Petersburg
over the next five years.
He also said the search
for Tadlock’s replacement

will begin this spring.
Susan Churuti, a lawyer
who serves on the Campus
Advisory Board, called
for a national search for
Tadlock’s replacement and
“clarity about what the role
of the regional chancellor
is.”
Tadlock has been
“a wonderful regional
chancellor” whose hallmark
has been “brutal honesty
and sticking to the facts,”
she said.
Tadlock was “sort of
thrust into the role and he’s
exceeded what anyone’s
reasonable expectation
was, but we can’t expect
lightning to strike twice,”
Churuti said. That’s
why a national search is
important.
The award that Tadlock
received last week
came from the National
Association of Student
Personnel Administrators.
Each year the
organization honors a
college or university
president or chancellor
“who has, over a sustained
period, advanced the
quality of student life on
campus by supporting the
institution’s student affairs
staff or initiatives.”
The national association,
which was founded in
1919, says it has more than
13,000 members at 1,400
campuses and 25 countries.
Many of the people who
praised Tadlock last week
cited his work on behalf of
students.
Tadlock “helped make
USF St. Petersburg special
for everyone here,” said
Veronica Jimenez, a senator
in Student Government
who works in Tadlock’s
office. “My experience
with him was great. He
was such a nice person to
work with; he made it a
point whenever I was in the
office to say hello and ask
how I was doing.”
As campus dean of the
Nelson Poynter Memorial
Library and regional
associate vice chancellor of
academic affairs, Catherine
Cardwell knows Tadlock

JONAH HINEBAUGH | THE CROW’S NEST

Martin Tadlock, shown here in 2018, received a
national award the same week he announced
that he will step down on Dec. 31 and return to
teaching.
well.
She said he “has worked
tirelessly on behalf of
students, faculty and staff
… I have found him to be
an ethical, genuine and
proactive leader who cares
deeply. Like others, I wait
to hear more from President
Currall on next steps for the
campus.”
Tadlock is
“compassionate, forthright,
honest and really cares
about students,” said Dean
of Students Jacob Diaz.
In his announcement and
in an interview with The
Crow’s Nest, Tadlock said
that this is a good time for
St. Petersburg to transition
to its next leader.
The campus will have
settled into consolidation,
begun building five
new academic clusters
and gotten through the
COVID-19 pandemic by
the time he steps down, he
said. And that will allow
him more time with his
family, “which is spread
from Wisconsin to Idaho to
Texas.”
“I think it’s a great
opportunity for someone to
come in and pick that up at
a time when everything’s
going to change,” he said.
“We’re going to experience
the Roaring ‘20s a hundred
years later. I really feel
that’s going to happen.”
He was an administrator
at Bemidji University in

Minnesota when USF St.
Petersburg hired him to be
regional vice chancellor of
academic affairs in August
2016.
Just 13 months later,
Tadlock became interim
regional chancellor when
Wisniewska was ousted,
and in August 2018 he got
the permanent job with
an annual contract paying
$315,000 a year.
During his stint as
regional chancellor, the
campus has seemed to
lurch from crisis to crisis,
from the rocky aftermath
of Wisniewska’s abrupt
departure to the end of St.
Petersburg’s independent
accreditation and now
a pandemic that has left
the campus in a virtual
lockdown.
Outwardly at least,
Tadlock has maintained a
happy face. He routinely
gets to work by dawn,
mingles with students,
conducts frequent campus
forums and sends emails
to the campus community
that are full of cheer and
exclamation marks.
Behind the scenes,
however, Tadlock has found
himself in the awkward
position of defending St.
Petersburg’s distinctive
identity against Tampabased administrators who
have sometimes appeared
bent on making it a satellite
campus.

Free menstrual products now available on campus
By Trevor Martindale
tjm4@usf.edu

F

ree menstrual
product dispensers
were installed in
some restrooms on campus
Friday in accordance with
the passage of the “free the
tampon” Student Government
proposal in 2019.
The proposal was written
by Lynnsey Trantham,
a student who was not a
member of SG.
The installment of the

menstrual product dispensers
was originally planned for the
fall 2020 semester, but was
delayed due to the COVID-19
pandemic.
According to Robert
Herron, St. Petersburg’s SG
adviser, the dispensers will
be funded by SG through
Activity and Service fees.
Senior history major Libby
Casale was delighted to see
the dispensers installed.
“I think that’s really
helpful, thoughtful and just
overall cool,” Casale said.

“It really helps people out
when an emergency happens
or there’s just a need for a
product at the time. I think
menstrual products should
be free overall and I’m really
proud of the fact that my
campus continues to be a
community that helps people
out on every level it can.”
The dispensers are located
in both the gender-neutral
and women’s restrooms in
the library, Student Life
Center and University Student
Center.

Sophie Ojdanic
contributed to this report.

COURTESY OF ROBERT HERRON

A menstrual product
dispenser hangs on the
wall in the University
Student Center.
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MFA’s ‘Color Riot!’ celebrates culture and creativity
By Molly Ryan
mollyr5@usf.edu

B

lending
representation
and education, the
Museum of Fine Arts St.
Petersburg (MFA) is
hosting “Color Riot!”
The exhibit was originally
developed at the Heard
Museum in Phoenix,
dedicated to preserving
and collecting indigenous
American art. All of Navajo
descent, Velma Kee Craig,
Natalie Miles and Ninabah
Winton co-curated “Color
Riot!” to display the
boundaries both set and
broken by Navajo weavers.
The installation features
over 80 Navajo textiles
and spans over a century
of indigenous history
— beginning with the
“Transitional Period” (1860s
to 1910s) and ending with
contemporary works of the
past decade.
The period gets its name
from the Navajo people’s
transition back to their native
land after being held at the
Bosque Redondo internment
camp.
“We saw this period,
the ‘transitional period,’
as a very free time for the
weavers because they had no
constraints,” Miles said. “We
really enjoyed the weavers’
unabashed use of color and
experimentation.”
Craig called the weavings

in the exhibit “testimonies
to that time (of) sadness,
confusion and even happiness
to be out in the homelands
again.”
The MFA opened “Color
Riot!” on Dec. 19 and will
host it until March 19.
“This exhibition celebrates
the individualism and flair
for experimentation in
Navajo textiles from the last
quarter of the 19th century,”
according to the MFA St.
Petersburg website.“No longer
weaving for their traditional
trade partners and working at
a time when outside market
influences were at a low
point, the Navajo were free
to experiment with form and
color.”
The installation takes you
through an array of striking
colors and patterns; displaying
square, diamond, banded,
wedge weave and Hispanic
textile designs.
According to Lashonda
Curry, the manager of
communications and public
relations at the MFA, the
multi-faceted textiles were
used as “shoulder blankets,
sleeping blankets, saddle
blankets, saddle throws,
pillow covers, and hung on
the walls of homes just as
they are in the exhibition.”
Starting with a
basic introduction and
characterization of the
“Transitional Period,” “Color
Riot!” ends the installation
by assuring the viewers that

Navajo weavers are “Still
Rioting!”
Craig, weaver and cocurator of the installation,
says that “experimentation is
still going on… we put in the
‘Still Rioting’ section at the
end of the exhibition to show
how contemporary weavers
are working in this Navajo
weaving format. There’s just
a real diversity in Navajo
weaving, as there are in many
different cultural arts.”
“Still Rioting!” features
one of Craig’s original works,
“Bar/QR Code,” made in
2009, displaying the American
flag made from a QR code
(the stars) and a barcode (the
stripes) as a commentary on
modern commercialization
during the Great Recession.
More than just remarkable
textiles and colors, “Color
Riot!” serves to remind its
viewers of the rich culture,
history and current livelihood
of the Navajo people.
“I really hope that people
understand that even though
a really dark period in history
preceded this and some
really dark times may have
followed afterwards, this was
a period that was very much
about dynamism and moving
forward,” Winton, another cocurator, said.
The MFA is open on
Tuesday and Wednesday
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., on
Thursday and Friday from
noon to 8 p.m., on Saturday
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. and on

Senior job advice:
Start planning now
By Catherine Hicks
chicks@usf.edu

I

n the wake of COVID19’s devastation on the
U.S economy and job
market, college graduates
of 2020 and 2021 face an
unexpected battle with
employment.
These students began
their senior and junior years
amid one of the healthiest
economies in decades, only to
graduate into a shaky and an
unpredictable one, but many
remain optimistic in the face
of the challenge.
According to the job site
Glassdoor, job postings in
May 2020 calling for entrylevel job seekers were down
68 percent compared to the
year prior. A CareerUp survey
of 2,000 internship applicants
shows that more than 50
percent of summer internships
were cancelled because of
COVID-19.
NACE’s Job Outlook
2021 survey showed that 52.5
percent of employers expect
to maintain their hiring levels
and processes from 2020
into 2021, while 16.5 percent
expect to increase their hiring
levels and 31 percent to

decrease their new graduate
hirings.
Studies also show
that recent graduates are
overwhelmingly flocking to
tech industry giants, such as
Amazon, Microsoft, Apple and
TikTok.
This is the case for
Dominique Miller, a senior
environmental science
and policy major with a
concentration in sustainability
finishing her second bachelor’s
degree at USF St. Petersburg.
Miller was able to secure
a job out of state with a large
company in their safety
department, a field Miller has
previous experience in.
“(My) suggestions to
seniors’ who are looking for
employment after school: Start
looking now,” Miller said.
“Your final semester is the best
time to prep that resume or
curriculum vitae for whichever
degree path you seek. The
career center is an excellent
tool. Also, foster relationships
with professors you performed
well with and ask for letters of
recommendation.”
She also encourages
her classmates to look at
major tech companies such
as Google, Microsoft and

Amazon.
“A lot of the large
companies… are hiring recent
graduates right out of the gate
and have a ton of opportunities
for you with competitive
salaries. I’m lucky enough to

COURTESY OF KRISTEN BOEHM

Kristen Boehm, a senior
journalism and mass
communications major,
remains optimistic
about her job prospects
after graduation, even
if she doesn’t end up in
her desired field
right away.

Sunday from noon to 5 p.m.
Student tickets are $15 with
a valid school ID. Advanced

tickets are required. Purchase
them online at the MFA
website.

COURTESY OF MFA ST. PETERSBURG

“Still Rioting!” celebrates the history and culture
of Navajo textiles through a modern lens.

COURTESY OF MFA ST. PETERSBURG

“Some of the takeaways I would like viewers
to have from the exhibition are that in Navajo
weaving: there are no boundaries,” co-curator
Natalie Miles said.
have secured a position in an
area I love,” Miller said.
“Create a LinkedIn
profile and start networking.
Recruiters will reach out to
you directly on there if your
profile is filled out enough.
Additionally, having a website
to showcase any (works) will
help.”
For Kristen Boehm, a
senior journalism and mass
communications major
graduating in summer of 2021,
there isn’t complete certainty
about finding a job in her field
of choice.
“Hopefully I’ll be able
to find work in my field and
just start doing jobs. One
of my classes this semester
is about creating a resume
and portfolio, and I’m in an
internship that will help (give)
me experience,” Boehm said.
“I’m going to be looking
around during school for
(employers) that might be
willing to take an entry level
fresh college graduate. Other
than that, the plan is to just
keep surviving.”
Boehm remains optimistic
about her job prospects after
graduation, even if she doesn’t
end up in her desired field
right away.
“I’m (about) 70 percent
confident I’ll be able to find
something in the field I want
right away, but I’m 95 percent
confident I’ll be able to
maintain at least some form
of employment,” Boehm said.
“I’ve been working a day job

my entire time in college, so if
I can’t land a big gig right out
of school I still know I’ll be
okay.”
Boehm also believes
COVID-19 guidelines have
made her and employers open
to novel opportunities.
“I’m more open to online
or long-distance work now
because of the pandemic, and I
think employers will be, too.”

COURTESY OF DOMINIQUE MILLER

Dominique Miller, a
senior environmental
science and policy
major with a
concentration in
sustainability, has
already secured
a position with a
large company and
encourages other
seniors to look into
large companies as well.
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Magic in a mask
By Sophie Ojdanic
sojdanic@usf.edu

A

s winter break
in the era of
COVID-19 drew
to a close, I found myself
searching for anything to truly
relax my brain before heading
back for my last semester of
university.
Disney World’s creepy
“welcome back” commercial
seemed to do the trick as I
bought a four-day Florida
resident pass, which was
shockingly cheap (for a theme
park ticket) —
 only $265.
From the moment I
stepped foot onto Disney
property, I could tell that
social distancing and other
COVID-19 guidelines were in
place and enforced.
At the entrance of each
park were AdventHealth tents
where each Disney guest

would get their temperature
checked. Cast members —
the term Disney uses for its
employees — were stopped
at every exit and entrance
informing guests about the
requirements in the parks.
Masks were required
for guests while on Disney
property, and could only
be removed while eating or
drinking while stationary,
or in designated ‘relaxation
stations.’ This means
everyone’s photo with the
Magic Kingdom castle
featured the world’s newest
accessory.
I’m not kidding.
Once I gathered up the
courage to ride Animal
Kingdom’s Expedition
Everest for the first time in
my life, I was informed that I
could not keep my ride picture
because the guests behind
me had removed their masks

on the roller coaster. They
prompted me back through
the line to ride once more for
a better photo. I don’t think
Expedition Everest was meant
to be ridden twice in a row.
By the way, it broke down
both times, which the ride is
notorious for doing since its
opening in 2006.
Ride lines were all marked
with social distancing tape,
showing guests exactly where
they were supposed to stand
as the line inched forward.
Luckily, the reduced park
capacity lended itself to
reduced wait times, with my
longest wait being 90 minutes
for Epcot’s Test Track.
Magic Kingdom had the
biggest crowds out of the four
parks, even on the Thursday
that I was there. Guests
were often clumped together
as they walked through
tighter areas of the park, like
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walkways in between lines.
By far, the highlight of my
trip was Hollywood Studios,
the home of Disney’s Star
Wars themed park, Galaxy’s
Edge.
The two themed areas,
Galaxy’s Edge and Toy
Story Land, were incredibly
immersive. Small things like
cast members using terms
related to Star Wars or Toy
Story added depth to the guest
experience. Galaxy’s Edge
was also home to the best
ride in the entirety of Disney

World — Star Wars: Rise of
the Resistance.
The ride was split into
sections, with in-character
cast members guiding guests
through the experience along
with holograms and videos of
the Star Wars cast.
My Disney experience,
through ride breakdowns
and social distancing, was
excellent. I felt safe in most
areas of the park, and cast
member attention-to-detail
brought themed areas to a
new level.
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Editor-in-Chief Sophie Ojdanic (left, middle row)
rode Animal Kingdom’s Expedition Everest twice,
after her first photo wasn’t released to her by
Disney cast members.
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A voice emanating from a large Woody statue reminded guests
in line for Slinky Dog Dash to maintain social distancing.

CAMPUS, continued from P1
Currall told Rosengrant
that he doesn’t “believe
that the St. Pete perspective
is not present” and “the
process . . . is going to
ensure that there is truly
meaningful representation
of the St. Petersburg voice”
on the task force.
Wilcox added that
“history is important, but we
want this task force” to look
forward.
“I think we have, as an
institution, seen very clearly
that the College of Marine
Science will be an integral
part of St. Petersburg’s
campus community,”
Wilcox said. He mentioned
that the marine science dean
is on Regional Chancellor
Martin Tadlock’s leadership
team, which wasn’t the case
before consolidation of the

three USF campuses.
“The College of Marine
Science was sequestered
off in their little part of
the promontory . . . and
never really engaged with
the St. Petersburg campus
community,” Wilcox said.
“We expect that to change.”
The following morning,
during a meeting of the
St. Petersburg Campus
Advisory Board, Rosengrant
again asked Currall to
reconsider St. Petersburg’s
representation on USF’s
new Strategic and Planning
Advisory Task Force.
“Out of the 19 (task
force) members, our
representative from St.
Petersburg is Dr. Mya
Breitbart from the College
of Marine Science. Dr.
Breitbart is wonderful; no

discussion, no arguments
about that,” Rosengrant
said. “But the College of
Marine Science has in the
past had a different vision
than what the St. Petersburg
campus has had.
“I tell my colleagues
that what we had in St.
Petersburg . . . is going to be
different moving forward.
But . . . I think there's such a
uniqueness about us.”
Currall asked to hear
more.
“There's no
undergraduate programs
within the College
of Marine Science,”
Rosengrant said. “And
when you look at the three
different colleges that are on
the St. Petersburg campus,
they all have undergraduate
components within them.
“Historically, the College
of Marine Science has also

been considered part of the
Tampa campus.”
Currall told Rosengrant
that he raised “good points.”
So did Stephanie
Goforth, chair of the
Campus Board.
In an email to The Crow’s
Nest on Friday, university
spokesperson Adam
Freeman said that Currall’s
“office intends to reach out
to Dr. Rosengrant to further
discuss the matter.”
The members of the
Strategic and Planning
Advisory Task Force, who
were appointed by Currall,
will help create a plan
for consideration by the
USF Board of Trustees on
June 8 and by the Board
of Governors of the State
University System of
Florida on June 22.
According to the
university’s Strategic
Renewal webpage, the
task force is charged with
“developing a formal
vision and strategy”
and “articulating a list
of the university’s core

commitments and/or
values.” The members are
asked to do this by getting
feedback from faculty,
administrators, students,
staff, and governance
organizations on all three
campuses.
The USF Faculty
Senate sees this plan as
inextricability linked to the
large cuts that need to be
made to the university’s
budget because of the
COVID-19 crisis.
In a memo last month to
the Board of Trustees, the
Faculty Senate Executive
Committee asked the
trustees to “pause the
process of strategic (budget)
realignment” and layoffs
until there is a sound plan
for the changes.
“A pause and slow-down
will head off the potential
long-term damage that
could follow from rushed
balancing of the budget
being implemented in the
absence of a shared strategic
plan,” the memo says.
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Students react to turmoil at the
Capitol ahead of inauguration

THE
CROW’S NEST
The Crow’s Nest is committed to providing
its readers with news relevant to the
University of South Florida St. Petersburg
campus and its surrounding community.
The Crow’s Nest abides by the highest
ethical standards and focuses on stories
that help readers make informed decisions
on current issues. We take seriously the
public’s trust in our news reporting and
strive to uphold the highest standards of
reporting as defined by the Society of
Professional Journalists. Opinions in this
newspaper do not necessarily represent
those of the administration, faculty or
student body.
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A

s the
inauguration of
President-elect
Joe Biden approaches,
the storming of the U.S.
Capitol building on Jan. 6
remains prominent in the
minds of many.
A memo was sent by the
FBI to law enforcement
agencies across the country
on Jan. 11 warning of
armed protests at all 50
state capitols and the
Capitol Building leading
up to the inauguration on
Wednesday.
In response to the
attempted insurrection, up
to 25,000 National Guard
members are expected
to be on the ground in
Washington, D.C. for
Biden’s inauguration —
more troops than the U.S.
has in Iraq and Afghanistan
combined.
News of the Jan. 6 riot
reverberated all the way to
USF campuses.
For one USF student,
the event is still fresh in her
mind.
“I'm honestly kind of
still processing it,” said
Candice Lovelace, a junior
mass communications
major. “I'm completely
shocked and can't even
believe that it happened.”
The rioters stormed the
Capitol in an effort to stop
the electoral vote count in
Congress and overturn the
presidential election results.
Thousands of
protestors marched down
Pennsylvania Avenue from
the “Save America” rally
to the front steps of the
Capitol Building after the
president directed them to
do so during his speech.
Many of his supporters,
without evidence, have
echoed his claims since
Election Day that the
election was “stolen” from
him.
The Trump
administration’s own
election security officials
have stated “the November
3rd election was the
most secure in American
history.”
While the president
spoke, members of
Congress, including Vice
President Mike Pence, had
entered into a joint session
of congress to count the
Electoral College votes and
certify President-Elect Joe
Biden’s win.

Upon arriving at the
Capitol, protestors turned
violent and overwhelmed
the Capitol Police. Rioters
toppled barricades and
fought with officers as they
attempted to breach the
building. Numerous rioters
were able to walk through
the doors, while others used
ladders, scaled walls and
climbed through windows.
Chemical agents,
including tear gas, were
used by police and rioters
during the breach.
Some rioters were
equipped with military
gear, including helmets,
vests and gas masks.
Several were spotted with
zip-tie handcuffs.
Both chambers of
Congress were evacuated
during the riot. Lawmakers
and staff sheltered in their
offices and barricaded the
doors.
Soon after the
evacuation, members of
the mob made their way
into the Senate chamber,
where Air Force veteran
and Trump supporter Ashli
Babbitt was fatally shot
by an officer. Five others
died during the storming
or soon after, including
Officer Brian Sicknick, 42,
of South River, N.J, who
was hit in the head with a
fire extinguisher by a rioter.
Dozens of police officers
were injured and 61 people
involved in the day’s events
were arrested.
Michael Stenger, the
Sergeant at Arms of the
U.S. Senate, announced
that the building was
secured around 5:40 p.m.,
after more than three hours
of chaos. Stenger resigned
from his role on Jan. 7 in
light of criticism of the
Capitol Police.
Congress reconvened
later in the night to
complete the electoral
vote count. The vote was
certified at 3:41 a.m. and
confirmed Biden would
become president on Jan.
20.
There has been extensive
controversy surrounding
the late deployment of the
National Guard. Pence is
said to have approved their
deployment after Trump’s
initial resistance.
Trump was mostly silent
for several hours during the
riot, except for a tweet at
2:47 p.m. that said “Please
support our Capitol Police
and Law Enforcement.
They are truly on the

side of our Country. Stay
peaceful!”
He eventually released
a video statement at 4:22
p.m. asking for peace and
urging his supporters to
go home. In his statement,
he told supporters still at
the Capitol, “We love you.
You’re very special.” The
video was later removed
by Twitter, Facebook and
Youtube.
Congressional members
from both parties
condemned the president’s
conduct surrounding the
events, with some claiming
he incited an insurrection.
Many Democrats called
for his resignation,
impeachment or removal
via the 25th Amendment.
Two pipe bombs
were found outside of
the Republican National
Committee’s office and
the Democratic National
Committee’s headquarters
on the day of the riot. The
FBI is still searching for
the suspect after releasing
a photo of the culprit and
offering a $50,000 reward.
Casey Kiefer, a USF
graduate student in the
Digital Journalism &
Design program, sees issues
of racism and policing in
the events that took place.
“This was a violent
military display of white
supremacy on our highest
form of civilization that
exhibited the fractured
state of our policing
system,” Kiefer said. “The
hypocrisy is blatant where
peaceful Black Lives

Matter protestors face more
violence from police than
armed rioters storming the
Capitol with our elected
officials inside.”
Kiefer believes the
storming of the Capitol
was “an act of domestic
terrorism against our
democracy and should be
treated as such.”
U.S. Attorney for the
District of Columbia
Michael Sherwin had a
message for those who
stormed the building: “You
will be charged, and you
will be found.”
Mark Griffin, an
advertising major and
junior at USF, wants
every rioter to be held
accountable.
“I hope that every rioter
who stepped through the
capitol buildings doors
is tracked down and
punished to the fullest
extent of the law,” Griffin
said. “Absolutely nothing
about what they did was
patriotic.”
The House of
Representatives voted to
impeach President Trump
on Jan. 13 for incitement
of insurrection. The vote
passed 232-197, with all
222 Democrats and 10
Republicans voting in favor
of impeachment. He is
the first president in U.S.
history to be impeached
twice.
The Senate is currently
on recess and likely won’t
begin its impeachment trial
until after Trump leaves
office.
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Rioters stormed the U.S. Capitol Building in an
effort to halt the electoral vote count in Congress
and overturn the presidential election results.
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First-year USF St. Petersburg
student killed in car accident

By Catherine Hicks
chicks@usf.edu

A

20-year-old USF St.
Petersburg student
was killed in a car
accident in Hudson on Jan.
12.
Thomas Helmy, a firstyear biology major, was born
in Nashville, Tennessee.
His funeral service was
held Saturday at St. Mary &
St. Mina Coptic Orthodox
Church in Clearwater and a
graveside service was held
afterward at Sylvan Abbey
Memorial Park in Clearwater.
Michelle Green, an
instructor in USF St.
Petersburg’s biology
department, was Helmy’s
professor for Biology 1 last
spring.
“Thomas was hardworking, pleasant and
thoughtful,” Green said.
“On several occasions he
brought a smile to our class
by quietly mentioning that it
was a classmate’s birthday.

We all enjoyed those small,
celebratory moments in our
class and we have Thomas to
thank for them.”
Classmates and friends
of Helmy wrote messages
of sympathy and grief on
Dignity Memorial, an online
memorial service that was
established to allow the
Helmy family to receive
flowers and read memories
from those close to Helmy.
Sydney Brown, a fellow
USF student, shared her
memories of him from their
classes together.
“We had two classes
together and collaborated on
multiple projects. Thomas
was always quick with a joke
and was kind to everyone he
spoke to. He spoke highly of
his family and expressed a
great amount of care for his
dog,” Brown wrote. “Thomas
will be greatly missed on
campus. No words can
express how sorry I am for
his loss. I hope his family and
friends find peace during this

difficult time.”
Jacob Diaz, dean
of students at USF St.
Petersburg, shared his
condolences with loved ones
of Helmy.
“It’s such sad news; a
young man who was only a
first-year biology student on
our campus (had) his life end
so suddenly,” Diaz said. “I
have had a chance to speak
with a family member, and
they’re devastated, as you
can imagine. My thoughts
are sincerely with them, his
friends and loved ones who
knew him on our campus or
otherwise.”
The Helmy family has
requested that friends refrain
from visiting their house
because of COVID-19
concerns.
Helmy was the second
USF St. Petersburg student
to die in a car crash in recent
months. Bryan Pennington
died last June in a one-car
crash in Tampa.

‘Wandavision’ premieres on Disney+
By Sophie Ojdanic
sojdanic@usf.edu

T

he Marvel Cinematic
Universe’s latest
installment,
Wandavision, hit Disney+
on Jan. 15 in a two episode
premiere that confused and
excited audiences for what’s
to come.
Elizabeth Olsen and Paul

Bettany reprised their roles
as Wanda “Scarlet Witch”
Maximoff and Vision,
respectively. Maximoff and
Vision, some time between
or after Avengers: Infinity
War and Avengers: Endgame
have found themselves in
semi-normal lives, emulating
TV shows of the 1950s and
beyond.
Wandavision does a
good job of balancing MCU

plotlines and the tone of the
TV shows it emulates, with
the first two episodes offering
a lighthearted jaunt into the
lore of the universe. Within
the premiere episodes, the
show managed to allow room
for Maximoff and Vision’s
relationship to develop while
also setting up major conflicts
for both the series and the
MCU at large.
Overall, I’m excited to see

COURTESY OF THE HELMY FAMILY

Thomas Helmy, 20, a biology major, was “always
quick with a joke,” a classmate says and called
“hard-working, pleasant and thoughtful” by a
professor.
where the rest of the season
leads MCU fans. But I will
say, Wandavision would not
be suited for someone just
getting into Marvel and its
universe.
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Elizabeth Olsen and
Paul Bettany star as
Wanda Maximoff and
Vision in Marvel’s latest
project, ‘Wandavision’.

W h at to do t his we e k : Jan . 1 8 -24
By Edyn Gottlieb
edyn@usf.edu
MONDAY
The 35th Annual
Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr Dream Big
Parade will be held
virtually this year
and can be enjoyed
from the comfort
of your couch. The
parade begins at 11
a.m. and will consist
of an hour long, prerecorded, presentation
with interviews from
community figures
such as Congressman
Charlie Crist and St.
Petersburg Deputy
Mayor Kanika
Tomalin. The event is
free of charge and will
air on Bay News 9 and
10 Tampa Bay. A link
to online streaming
can be found at

mlkdreambig.com.
TUESDAY
Whether you’re a
David, Alexis, Johnny
or Moira, Schitt’s
Creek Trivia night is
right for you. Head on
down to The Avenue
Eat + Drink from 7 to
11 p.m. to join in on
this free night of fun.
Remember to bring
your mask.
WEDNESDAY
No shoes, no shirt,
no pants, no problem!
The Pants Optional
Comedy Show is
a virtual event that
you can enjoy in just
your socks. The show
begins at 6 p.m. and

free tickets, along with
the Zoom link, can
be found on the Pants
Optional Comedy
website.
THURSDAY
Travel back in time
with Blake Little’s
exhibit, “Photographs
from the Gay Rodeo.”
The exhibit is held at
The James Museum
of Western & Wildlife
Art and explores the
culture and identity
of these lesser known
cowboys from 1988 to
1992. The museum is
open from 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. and offers student
tickets for $15.

FRIDAY
Don’t let COVID-19
cancel your fun. Join
your friends near and
far with Let’s Roam’s
Virtual Game Night.
From 7 to 11 p.m.
enjoy five rounds
of trivia, charades,
drinking games and
more from the comfort
of your home. Tickets
to the event are free
and can be found on
the Eventbrite website.
SATURDAY
The Intramural
Sports Club is hosting
a FIFA 21 tournament
for both PS4 and
XBOX One. The event
will run from 8 a.m. to
5 p.m. and is free for

all students and staff.
Registration for this
event is open through
the 20th and can be
found on PeteSync.
SUNDAY
Wind down your
weekend with an
afternoon of music.
Dixon’s Violin is a
visionary violinist who
will be performing
an outdoor concert
at Cage Brewing.
The event is limited
capacity and socially
distancing and mask
wearing will be
enforced. The show
begins at 3 p.m.
Tickets can be bought
in advance for $20 and
will be available at the
door for $25.
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Student Organization Spotlight:
Pre-Med Club cures ‘what’s next?’
confusion for aspiring medical students
By Annalise Anderson
akanderson1@usf.edu

U

SF St.
Petersburg’s
Pre-Med Club
provides students pursuing
medical careers a chance
to get a head start on their
futures in the field.
With an aim to foster
community among likeminded students, the club
hosts weekly meetings,
regular guest speakers and
opportunities not otherwise
available in the classroom.
According to Pre-Med
Club President Caitlyn
Roland, “there is no wrong
time to start investing in
your future.”
Roland is a senior at
the St. Petersburg campus
studying biology with a
concentration in biomedical
science. She joined the club
in spring 2019 and became
its president one year later.
“My favorite part about
this club is that I am able
to be in a community of
people who share my path,”
Roland said in an email
to The Crow’s Nest. “This
creates a space in which we
can motivate each other, as
well as share the interesting

things that we have
learned.”
The club’s weekly
meetings cover a variety
of medical related topics
and often host guest
speakers from other medical
schools. Most guests are
representatives of their
school and present helpful
information like admission
requirements, demographics,
class structure and special
programs. Afterward, a Q &
A session allows students to
ask any questions they may
have. Last semester, the club
hosted a representative from
Georgetown Medical School
in Washington D.C.
“This (is) a great
opportunity to personally
meet recruitment directors
and admissions staff from
a variety of universities,”
Roland said. “This gives
our students a chance to get
an inside look at what the
medical school application
process will entail.”
The club also invites
physicians to attend
meetings and share their
experiences as practicing
medical doctors. Infectious
disease specialist Dr.
Anthony Barile spoke

last semester about his
experience in the Navy,
medical school and as a
doctor amid the COVID-19
pandemic.
When there is no
guest speaker, the club’s
executive board members
give presentations on topics
“essential to success of
a pre-medical student.”
Topics include Medical
College Admission Test
(MCAT) study tips, how to
build a resume or advice on
how students can manage
their mental health while
pursuing rigorous studies.
The club hosted its
first event in spring 2020:
Bingo Night in the campus
ballroom. Members joined
for pizza and a chance to
win prizes like an anatomy
coloring book, MCAT
flashcards and a Kaplan
MCAT book set. Roland
plans to partner with other
USF medical clubs in the
future to include prizes
related to pre-dental,
pharmacy, nursing and
physician’s assistant paths.
However, Bingo Night has
been postponed until it is
safe for club members to

gather in person again.
COVID-19 has forced
the Pre-Med Club to host its
weekly meetings via Zoom.
But the transition to a virtual
world has presented new
opportunities for the club.
“This online
configuration has enabled
us to hear from university
representatives that may
not have been able to visit
USFSP in person,” Roland
said. “In addition, these
difficult times have inspired
us to make an effort to help
our community by having
a mask drive. We will be
collecting funds to purchase
and sew masks and ship
them to a local organization
in need.”
Opeoluwa Morakinyo,
also a biology senior with a
concentration in biomedical
science, is the Pre-Med
Club’s vice president. She
believes the club provides a
supportive community for
other medical students.
“A lot of the time, it
can be very stressful as
a biomedical student,”
Morakinyo said in an
email to The Crow’s Nest.
“We have classes, work,

volunteering – anything
in order to improve our
chances of getting into
medical school – and
knowing that there are other
students in the same school
going through it and we can
lean on their shoulder is
very refreshing.”
Morakinyo said that the
club has helped to reassure
her that she’s on the right
path.
“I had come into USF
knowing that I wanted to go
to medical school to become
a pediatrician and now that
my time is coming to an
end, it only affirmed it more
how much I wanted to do
this.”
After her time as club
President, Roland plans to
pursue a career in either
pediatrics or obstetrics and
gynecology.
“I love working with
children, and I would love
to be able to educate women
on their bodies and help
them through important
chapters of their lives,”
Roland said.
Roland encourages
anyone “even remotely
interested” in the medical
field to reach out and attend
one of the club’s meetings.
Students interested in
the Pre-Med Club can
find the club on Petesync
or on Instagram at
@usfsppremed. Those
who wish to join the
club can email Roland at
caitlyngrace@usf.edu.
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Pre-Med Club President Caitlyn Roland plans to
apply her medical studies to a career in pediatrics
or obstetrics and gynecology.
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Former Pre-Med Treasurer Jannel Blanco (left) and current Vice President
Opeoluwa Morakinyo (right) at Bulls Bash in January of last year.

